
ACCELERATE YOUR 
WORKFORCE!

Realize what drives workplace behaviors
and launch your team’s true power.

HIRE THE BEST
Let PI help you 
successfully attract,
select, hire, and on-
board only the best-
fitting candidates.
Don’t regret your 
next hire!

RETAIN & ENGAGE
Learn how to play
into their superpowers
while keeping your
employees engaged,
included, and
controlling turnover.

DEVELOP TEAMS
Give your team insights
into better ways to
communicate, under-
stand each other, and
inspire change. Creating
teams that click is hard
and it doesn’t need
to be. 

DISCOVER TALENT
Identify individuals natural
talents. Helping them to
move horizontal or vertical.
High performers can be
great team leaders or
great supporters. Don’t
miss the potential in your
organization.

END SALES SLUMPS
Get to the root of your
problem and start heading
in the right direction.
Understand your goals, 
your gaps, hold your team
accountable through the
right kind of motivation.

THE PREDICTIVE INDEX

Demystify the complexities and realize what drives workplace behaviors
so you can ensure alignment, reach your team’s true potential, and achieve your

business objectives faster than you ever thought possible, all with The Predictive Index.®

Call us. 757-897-8644

www.PremierRapport.com
Shelley@PremierRapport.com

Shelley Smith
Business Consultant

FIND THE RIGHT PEOPLE AND KEEP THEM ENERGIZED
The Predictive Index® leverages a simple methodology

that empowers you to understand the true behaviors of
your workforce so they can take you where you want to go.



Call us at 757-897-8644
www.PremierRapport.com

Shelley@PremierRapport.com

THE

FUEL
SUCCESS

FOR

MAXIMUM

VELOCITY

Reach maximum velocity with amazing service and education.

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
KNOWLEDGE

Are you ready to fuel your rocket?
Connect with Shelley Smith at Premier Rapport today and
learn how you can achieve your business objectives
faster than you ever thought possible!
 

SCIENCE
We apply the perfect amount of validated science to deliver the fastest 
assessment experience while still providing huge impact! It’s like fueling 
your rocket engine with high-grade rocket propellant.

TECHNOLOGY
Administer assessments, pull reports, analyze behavioral patterns of 
candidates, employees, or teams, and geek out with gobs of data 
from across your organization with our super-easy software. It's like 
having all the buttons, valves, and switches at your finger tips and 
knowing how to use them.

KNOWLEDGE
Get PI certified and educate leaders and managers from across your 
organization with our instructor-led management workshops. Receive 
training, certification, and consultation from Premier Rapport, a PI 
Certified Senior Consultant (okay, you can call them Rocket
Scientists) who will help you every step of the way.

LEARN MORE!


